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Iwakura Mission in Britain in 1872: 
Their Grand Tour and Encounter with the Silk Spinning
Nobuo Katagiri
From the outset in 1867, Japan?s new Meiji government was well aware that the nation was far 
behind the western powers in all aspects of national power and wealth.  In an effort to close this gap as 
rapidly as possible, Meiji leaders launched a bold project; they dispatched what became known as the 
Iwakura Mission of 1871?73 to the major western countries with orders to learn as much as possible 
about western socio-economic practices that might be adopted to facilitate Japan?s modernization and to 
explore prospects for eliminating the unequal treaties that had been forced upon Japan in previous years.  
Composed largely of young and able cabinet members, this group returned with ideas and observations 
that were extremely important in a host of subsequent reforms and in laying the foundations for Japan?s 
modern industrial base. One very specific example of the impact of this mission involves silk spinning.  
In the course of their various investigations, members of the mission visited a silk spinning mill near 
Bradford in central England where they discovered that silk thread was being produced from waste 
cocoon material imported from Japan and China at a very low cost.  This was a shocking discovery for 
them as they quickly recognized that resource poor, trade deficit hampered and foreign exchange 
disadvantaged Japan had been missing a great opportunity to expand its own silk industry?s base.  This 
realization led to the establishment of Japanese silk spinning factories, which in turn led to what became 
the nation ?s leading export after raw silk.  Multiplied many times over in a host of different 
circumstances, this example helps demonstrate how Japan could develop from a mid-century feudal 
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